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The Fine Art of Wealth Management

A major portion of this edition of Perspective is devoted to a discussion of investment
market indexes. Clients occasionally ask for discussion of particular matters in this
publication and this Perspective addresses such a question. “I wonder whether you might
sometime address how indices and index funds are weighted, and the consequences for how
we understand and use them.” (Thanks, Skip.) Before we begin, we offer a brief comment
on Japan and at the end, another on Berkshire Hathaway. After seeing the original material
for the Berkshire item, we couldn’t resist including it.
On Japan
Almost ten years ago, the publication of our
October Commentary closely followed the collapse
of the World Trade Center. That Commentary’s
entire text consisted of a single quoted line: “And
death shall have no dominion.” Today, we again
closely follow an enormous tragedy; this time, on
March 11, “nature asserted her dominion” over the
islands of Japan. Events of this magnitude challenge
one’s comprehension and stay this writer’s hand.
Yet, despite the personal, human and societal
losses, we must also watch a parallel track in
economic events. At the same time that the Japanese
must confront almost incomprehensibly difficult
obstacles, we must attend to business and assess the
impact on our personal financial situations.
The accompanying chart shows the price
performance of four of our international mutual
funds in the week following the quake and in the
month of March. This chart shows only the shortest

of terms. The difference between the historical short
and future long term results will be interesting (at
the least) to observe.
We await the long term effects, as the world
grapples with the economic fallout of the disaster.
For over a year, our economy has been travelling a
slow route to recovery. For example, and although
housing problems seem unyielding in many ways,
joblessness has actually decreased – which is a far,
far cry from actually increasing. Retail activity has
picked up. Some – emphasize “some” – lending has
picked up. The automotive industry has shown signs
of strength. Other signs exist, but do not change the
“struggling” nature of the recovery. The disruption
of manufacturing in Japan can interrupt the supply
of goods available for sale in the United States, and
therefore of sales, profits, jobs and… This potential
for such setbacks exists all around the world. We’re
all part of the same system now, and therefore we
are all vulnerable.

Fund Performance in %
Investment Fund

Asset Class

On
March 11

The Week
Following

Month
of March

DFA Japanese Small Company

Stock in Small Companies in Japan

.44

6.57

1.81

Vanguard Pacific Stock Index

Stock in Large Companies in the Pacific Basin

.55

4.36

1.94

Tweedy Browne Global Value

Stock in Value Companies, All International

.92

2.19

.71

DFA International Value

Stock in Value Companies, All International

.21

2.37

1.27

Red indicates Negative Performance
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So, for your portfolios? Be prepared to hold on
through some difficult times. This is not a forecast,
and you should not necessarily expect them. But, we
must at least not let them surprise us if they come.
Please talk to us if time frames, losses, fluctuation,
or any of the side effects of owning securities in
troubling times are troubling you.

Investment Market Indexes
Skips’s question about indexes presents an
interesting problem. Before we had indexes that
measured the market, no one tried to “beat the
market.” Now, with the universal availability of
index benchmarks, many try to beat the market. The
proliferation has promoted a fundamental question
of investment: To what end do we seek returns in
our investment portfolio? Ideally, it should make
no difference whether one’s portfolio does better
than another’s, better than average, better than the
market or a benchmark. It should matter only that
one accomplishes one’s objectives. For one of his
columns, a financial writer asked several dozen
retired investors in Florida: “Did your portfolio beat
its benchmark?” Among the various responses, this
gentleman’s: “I don’t know and I don’t care.” When
asked why he didn’t care, he responded: “I beat my
Bocamark.” Interviewer: “What?” Retired Person:
“It let me retire in Boca Raton!”
Indexes have made a major change in and have also
contributed to the lives of investors. They show
us the consensus estimate over time of the value
of all the companies they include. (Think “Total
Stock Market”). They illustrate both absolute and
relative performance of different economies and
markets. By segmenting whole markets into pieces,
for example “small” and “large” companies, they
show the performance of what we now call different
“asset classes” within the whole. They help explain
why our investments have behaved the ways they
have. They help identify the presence or absence of
skill of an investment manager. They can allow us
to commiserate when not only we, but also others,
have suffered losses. They can also show that we
have confused brains with a bull market.

When you want to know why your portfolio
went up or down, the first thing to check is the
benchmark performance. When you want to know
why your portfolio had an extraordinary result,
compare its holdings to those of the benchmark.
When you want to know what you might expect
from an investment style over long periods of time,
consult its benchmark. When you want to make
asset allocation decisions, use benchmarks. Last,
benchmarks and indexation are reverse / obverse –
without indexes, no benchmarks and indexed
investment would not be possible. Without indexes,
we’d all be consigned to the randomness of active
management.

Without indexes we’d all be
consigned to the randomness
of active management.
Brief History
“Back in the day,” (1896 et. seq.) the domestic
economy and stock market had one proxy – the
Dow Jones Industrial Average. By measuring the
performance of thirty stocks, it served as a measure
of the entire market and industrial economy. Years
later (1957), Standard and Poors created a longer
list – the S&P500. In their opinion, the aggregation
of these companies would measure the health,
progress and direction of the economy. However,
S&P did not intend the list to serve as an investment
device. Then, in July, 1971, the first index fund was
born - right here in River City! San Francisco’s
Wells Fargo Bank, with $5m from its own pension
fund and $6m from Illinois Bell’s pension, created
and funded the first-ever S&P500 index fund.
After that, for his thesis at Princeton in 1974, John
Bogle conducted a study in which he found that
approximately three quarters of mutual funds did
not earn any more money than would have been
earned had one invested in the benchmark of the
S&P 500 index. However, at the time, individual
investors couldn’t invest in an index, so brokers
felt safe in their houses. But, before long, Bogle
o’erleaped that obstacle and, in 1976, his Vanguard
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Fund Group introduced the first index fund for
individual investors - The Vanguard 500 Fund.
The idea met enormous resistance, because it
absolutely undermines much of the foundation
upon which the investment profession rests its
claims of value. Without studying the facts or the
research, many refused to understand, claiming
that it was “Un-American” to “want to be average.”
It’s difficult to get a man to understand something
when his salary depends on his not understanding
it. Nevertheless, “the truth will out.” Today, index
funds account for approximately 30% of invested
domestic equity capital. And that proportion is
growing.

The idea met enormous
resistance, because it
absolutely undermines much
of the foundation upon which
the investment profession
rests its claims of value.
We Limit Our Discussion
to the Domestic Stock Market
Before discussing domestic equity indexes, we
need to set aside indexation pertaining to bonds and
international equity markets. Most of the essential
characteristics of indexation repeat throughout the
benchmark universe. Indexes for foreign equity
markets were developed in 1973 and have had
strong acceptance, building on the U.S. experience
and intellectual leadership. In addition to the
major U.S index providers, several more providers
compete in the international space. Not all indexes
go back the same distance in time, but providers
continue to improve and expand the data. Like the
equity markets, the bond market also has indexes
from multiple providers. The bond market differs
from the stock market in ways that make it almost
impossible to replicate the entire market in an index.
So, rather than replication, a broad bond index will
use sampling. Bond market indexes proxy the broad

market of all bonds and also of government bonds,
corporate bonds, and municipal bonds, as well as
for short term, intermediate term and long term high
quality investment grade and low quality “junk,” or
discount bonds.
Like Mushrooms after a Rain
When money flows in, so does innovation. To say
that the number of indexes has “exploded” might
be a little dramatic, but I will guess that we could
now find hundreds of them in the domestic stock
market alone. Of the many that track U.S. stocks,
the principal ones come from four companies Dow Jones, Standard & Poors, Russell and Morgan
Stanley (MSCI) and each of the four companies
provides many indexes. Each has an index that
tracks the entire stock market, as well as just the
large companies, just the mid-size, just the small, or
just specifically selected companies, e.g. the DJIA
and the S&P500. Furthermore, all those indexes
can be further de-constructed into style indexes
such as value or growth, and sector indexes, such as
technology or utilities.
Clearly, if we divide the market into groups, we
need lines of division to separate them, but the
investment world does not agree on the boundaries
of “small,” “mid,” “large,” “value” or “growth. In
fact, even the four definitions of “entire market”
differ! So, the different providers use different
definitions to create differently composed indexes.
(As a result, professional consultants now advise
not only on investment and fund selection, but also
on which index best serves the needs of a portfolio).
The Cap-Weighted Index Methodology
Most true indexes are “capitalization weighted.”
“Capitalization” equals the price of one of a
company’s shares times the total number of
their shares in the market. The rational for “capweighting” is basic: Capitalization represents the
consensus estimate of the company‘s worth in the
market. If one wants to proxy the performance or
health of the domestic economy or market over
time, one must allow for the effects of the size of
companies. When compared to small companies,
Microsoft, Apple, GE, etc., have larger shareholder
3
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bases and changes in their market prices have a
larger impact on the whole market. To “cap
weight” an index, one lists all the companies to
be included, ranks them by size and determines
the total capitalization of the entire list. Then,
each included company is allotted a portion
(“weight”) of the index equal to its proportion
of the market place capitalization.

A Picture of the Principal Approaches
The chart below shows the way the four different
providers compose their cap-weighted indexes.
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Other Methodologies
The “index revolution” began with the S&P500.
Then, as people realized the value of the tool as an
investment vehicle, they started to ask: “Why is the
performance of the index superior to that of most
managers?” Cost explains part of it, as does market
efficiency. Using these observations, both thinkers
and practitioners wondered whether they could
construct other index-like management strategies
that would support portfolio management.
When one invests in a cap-weighted index fund,
one also invests a lot more money in its largest
company than in its smallest. It is not hard to
understand why people began to wonder whether
shares of large companies are the best place to put
money. In 1957, Rolf Banz identified the “small
cap premium.” (Portfolios of small companies
generate higher performance over time than do
portfolios of large companies). In 1992, Eugene
Fama and Kenneth French published their
work documenting the superior performance
characteristics of value companies as compared
to growth companies. Both of these findings, as
well as other similar ones, have caused index
creation. They all point to reasons to avoid
investment in large cap growth stocks and in
the cap-weighted indexes which they dominate.
It has understandably stimulated research and
argumentation about whether “cap-weighting”
offers an intelligent strategy or simply forces one
into the poorest performing segment of the market.
Some believe that it forces one to buy over-priced
(often faddish) companies and ignore under-priced
ones. That belief holds that the share prices of
these companies “revert” to their “true value,” and
that when they do, index investors lose money in
two ways - loss of value from over-priced shares
and of opportunity from under-priced shares.
However, the devil of assumptions lies in the
details of that belief. “Reversion” might merely be
random change occurring in a particular direction.
“True value” is simply not ascertainable. Many
investors – indeed almost all active managers
– claim that their research discovers “true value,”
but that concept also rests on non-provable
assumptions, and the performance of active

managers does not support their claims of finding
this nugget.
In addition to cap-weighting, index providers also
use other methods to weight included companies.
One common approach weights equally all
the companies whose shares are included in
the index. If that index holds 100 stocks, each
company is allotted 1% of the total index value.
Another scheme weights by price only and not
capitalization. Two other approaches weight index
shares according to “fundamental” factors. One
uses the “economic footprint” of companies,
measured, for example, by annual sales or paid
dividends. The other weights shares according to a
company’s core earnings and cash dividends paid.
Index – Passive – Active
These various strategies have been created to
enable investment in portions of the market
which, when compared to investing in the whole
market, are deemed to be opportune. However,
they do not all replicate external economic indexes
and consequently, one must create the formulas
for construction. We call them “rules-based”
benchmarks. The rules prescribe the buy, hold and
sell criteria. When established, they govern the
portfolio’s operations, without an overlay of human
judgment, selection or timing. Therefore, we call
their management “passive.” So, all index funds
are passive, but not all passive funds replicate an
index. However, some consultants contend that
replacing cap-weight with a set of rules constitutes
active management. (A rose by any other name…)
Whether index, passive or active, and in addition
to their cap-weighted offerings, both DFA and
Vanguard operate “rules-based” funds. David
Booth, founder of DFA, states: “We are always
seeking better returns.”
Bet or No Bet?
The capitalization-weighted total market index
fund represents the only “no-bet” investment
strategy out there. But, the “no-bet” option still
contains a bet. Investors “bet” that the future will
resemble the past, that free enterprise will succeed,
that the American economy will prosper, that
5
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investment theory holds true and that one’s own life
span will include the benefits of all these factors.
“OK. Agreed. Here’s my money.” At this point,
“no-bet” describes the cap weighted total market
index fund, which, after expenses, will absolutely
deliver the return of the market. Every other fund
management style – whether index, passive, or
active – represents a bet, which might or might not
deliver the expected return. Investors seek abovemarket returns by betting on small caps, mid-caps,
value or growth stocks, on whether to use equal
weighting, “fundamental” factors, or other rulesbased approaches. A “bet” entails chance – risk
– the possibility that one’s expectations will not be
fulfilled.
In addition to risk, bets cost money. The capweighted fund is “self adjusting” and requires
few transactions to maintain fidelity to the index
it replicates. All other funds must execute more
transactions and turnover, thereby creating more
costs and taxes. Shares of small companies that
become large must be sold. Shares of value
companies that rebound must be sold. In addition
to transaction costs and taxes, mutual fund owners
must pay operating costs. The total market fund has
the lowest cost. Last, the client of an advisor must
pay fees. Some people believe that, when using
the total market approach, they do not benefit from
advice.
When compared to the “no-bet” opportunity, all
other strategies confront the investor with added
risk and cost. No proof of any of it exists and, in
prospect, presumably never will. While one can
easily demonstrate historical performance, one
cannot “prove” the causes.
We Have Placed Our Bets
While the cap-weighted total market fund might be
“no-bet,” DHR has chosen to follow the research
and evidence that indicates that premium returns can
be achieved with rules based, low cost, passively
managed strategies. We cite four points: 1) Longperiod empirical evidence from equity markets
around the globe; 2) Explanation and support from
financial theory; 3) Actual results from some of the
best investment managers of the twentieth century;

4) Common sense. Our basic conclusions are: small
cap stocks offer a premium; value stocks offer a
premium; international diversification offers lower
correlation and risk reduction; patience works better
than trading; discipline gets one through.
DHR portfolios hold less than the market weight of
large cap stocks, and significantly less of large cap
growth stocks. While we do use the Vanguard Total
Stock Market Index Fund, we limit it. We use both
DFA and Vanguard strategies to invest globally in
small cap and value stocks. Both size and value /
growth are scaling factors, which means that, when
the placement on the scale of size or value changes,
the performance changes. The two companies –
Vanguard and DFA – use different criteria for size
and value, so their fund performance will differ.
Over long periods, deeper value performs better
than moderate value and micro caps perform
better than small companies. DFA portfolios reach
into deeper value and smaller capitalization than
Vanguard portfolios do. We think this explains their
superior performance.

Both size and value / growth
are scaling factors, which
means that, when the
placement on the scale of
size or value changes, the
performance changes.
Benchmark Comparison
Which benchmark should you use to assess your
own portfolio? Well, that depends upon what you
want to know. Do you want to compare the portfolio
performance against the total U.S stock market,
or against the total world stock market? Do you
want to compare the composite of several domestic
equity funds we use to a domestic benchmark? Do
you want to know how each of the portfolio’s funds
compared to their own benchmark? Do you want a
proxy for how a retail investor (you, perhaps) would
“most likely” have invested money?
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Thinking that an actual comparison might interest
you, we prepared the following chart (Caveat: Past
performance does not predict future performance).
We chose a “60/40” allocation and in order to
capture the bursting of the tech bubble, we also
chose to start on January 1, 2000. We matched that
allocation with a blended benchmark, consisting of
the following: Wilshire 5000, Russell 1000 Value,
Russell 2000 Value, MSCI World ex-U.S., MSCI
EAFE Small Cap, MSCI Emerging Markets, MSCI
U.S. REITs, Citi WGBI 1-5 Year Bond and the

Citi WGBI 1- 3 Year Bond. The portfolio held the
following funds, in proportions typically found
in client “60/40” portfolios: Vanguard Total US
Stock Market Fund, DFA Large Cap Value and
Small Cap Value, DFA International Value and
International Small Cap Value, DFA Emerging
Markets, Vanguard U.S. REITs, DFA Five Year
and Two Year Global Bond Funds. After inception,
there were no cash flows and the portfolio was
rebalanced to the target ratios each six months.

Bar Chart Display of Investment Total Returns
from January 1, 2000 through December 31, 2010
Attribution of Return on a “60/40” Portfolio Compared to Benchmarks Blended to “60/40”

Next to the yellow column for the Benchmark Return, the dark blue “Portfolio Return” column shows
the eleven year total return of the DHR portfolio. It is attributed to three different sources, shown in light
blue, which are then added together to get “Active Return,” the gain or loss of the portfolio as compared
to blended benchmarks. The “Asset Class Allocation” shows the result of rebalancing every six months,
rather than constantly. The “Manager Selection” result is attributable to DHR’s selection of value style.
The “Manager Benchmark Misfit” compares the performance of each of the funds to its own benchmark.
The “Manager Fee” shows the cumulative operating cost of the funds.
Over the 11 year period, the blended benchmarks generated a total return of 57.59%. However, the
portfolio achieved a 108% return, for a portfolio “active return” (excess over benchmark return) exceeding
50%. The portfolio return is computed after the funds’ OER costs, but, since it does not include the effect
of advisory fees, we must add them in. DHR fees vary by account size, but using the maximum of 1% per
year for eleven years, they diminished the excess return by 11%. The result is an out-performance by the
strategy over the benchmark of 39% over 58%. Not bad!
We believe that, given time with DHR, the combination of investment strategies and services delivered
works well. We hope you will all hit your personal “Bocamark.”
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Comments on Berkshire Hathaway
You have all had discussions with us about investment performance and “benchmarks” such as
the S&P500. Our thesis is well known and I won’t repeat it here. But, when we say that “active
management out-performance is unlikely to repeat,” we often hear “What about Warren Buffet?”
(Berkshire Hathaway - BRK). I grant to Buffet that which is Buffet’s – truly remarkable skill in
selecting businesses that form an outstanding portfolio and, compared to the S&P500, a sensational
result. Comparison to a benchmark raises questions, however, and the S&P500 does not always
provide the most useful comparison for performance evaluation. A colleague of ours, Weston
Wellington of DFA, has recently pointed out the following:
Over the last 25 years, the S&P500 has compounded at 9.9% per year, while Buffet has compounded
money at 16.9% per year, for an advantage of +7% per year. But, over the last 15 years, the advantage
was less, at +2.7% per year. Still good, yes – but should we use the S&P500 as benchmark?
Of the 14 companies whose shares BRK owned at the end of 2010, 5 were non-U.S. firms. Given that,
let’s try a comparison to a different benchmark – Berkshire and a globally diversified equity portfolio.
Over the last fifteen years, a passively managed DFA globally balanced equity portfolio model has
equaled the performance of BRK (it has actually outperformed BRK by +16 basis points per year)
and then, in the last ten years, the globally balanced portfolio has outperformed BRK by +2.9% per
year. That global portfolio model has a construction remarkably similar to DHR equity portfolios.

That global portfolio model has a construction
remarkably similar to DHR equity portfolios.
Buffet started with $48mm and now has $157B. Starting with his current amount of money,
generating such sensational out-performance in the future will be much more difficult. When
evaluating the probability of continuance of superior past performance, we have to consider: To what
extent did conditions affect results? Will conditions remain the same in the future? If those answers
are unknowable, does that argue for diversification?
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